Framework Structure
- Merging ACES and LAS
- Defining pieces, modules, CMS version, naming conventions, process and workflow

Design
- Collaborating with Public Affairs, SMB and WIGG design group
- Creating a template to be used in Drupal, Wordpress, and any other CMS

Development Environments
- Created new development environments with scripts and documentation to allow more collaborators to the framework
- Refined backup scripting, Shibboleth integration for securely logging in and a Github process to implement code changes for new features and bugs
- Created development and staging sites on cPanel

Implementation
- Coding each piece of design including paragraph types, content types, header, navigation and footer
- Open tickets: Call to action, SimpleSAML/Shibboleth
- Ready for implementation: Hero, Accordion

Testing
- Continuously testing each new build, feature, and bug fix for multiple screens and browsers
- Verifying the code meets or exceeds accessibility standards

Content and Photos
- Currently Testing:
  - Basic paragraph, headings, lists
  - Feature - split, box, video
  - Big buttons

List Collection
- Explorers
- Directory
- Career possibilities
- Internships
- Giving
- Header/navigation/footer updates
- Side navigation

Cleanup & Document
- Fix any bugs. Document coding and updates. Add training materials and implement training sessions

Site Launch
- Double check all pages, links, and images
- Backup staging site
- Push website to go live
- Put out any fires or bugs

Drupal Template
- v 2.0 Features
  - News
  - Directory (Experts)
  - Giving Enhancements
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